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Psychological Research
in Support of Soviet Long-Duration
Manned Spaceflight

Summary

The Soviets learned from the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTPI with the
United States that cosmonauts could do much more than they had been
called upon to do during previous spaceflights. The recent Soviet successes
with extended manned missions aboard Salyut-6 illustrate their ·finding.
The Soviet manned :;;pace program. like that of the United States, ha;; bvth
military and civilian-scientific components. While the driving component is
the military, the progr<tm inc.::orporates and bene::s from advances in the
civilian-scientific sector
Early Soviet manned sp:~.ccn.ights were almost entirely automated and
demanded little of the ccsmonauts. In recent years. the flights have been
longer, have carried several crewmcmbers. and have called upon the
cosmonauts to do numerous critical tasks
The Soviets have concomitantly developed a substantial program of
psychological research-"human factors cngincering''-for manned space·
flight. This psycho!ogi::1! rc.search seeks 10 help Soviet cosmonauts improve
their performance. l:s studies reach into several areas: cosmonaut selection.
testing, training, in-flight monitoring, and morale. Several research institut::s participate in the program. It is conducted as part of a substantial
biomedical research program and is coordinated through the institute cf
Biomedical Problems. USSR Ministry of Health, Moscow
The Soviets have established specific psychological criteria as a pan of
their selection standards fo~ t:csm~mauts. However, these criteria and the
associated testing probably arc not useful in the selection process. First. the Soviets lack know-how in establishing and using psychological tests: most
of their tests originated in the United States c.nd have not been modified
for the Soviet population; nor do the Soviets have the expertise to interpret
test results. Second. the tests do not have much predictive validity. Third.
the applicant pool is saturated with successful professionals (pilots. physicians. scientists. and engineers). and psychological tests do not have the
precision that would furnish a basis for discriminating between such
individuals

lriformation available as of I }tl!r !982
has been used in the preparation of this report.
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Soviet biomedical specialists and psychoiogists arc developing techniques to
::-:!"!:.:-:.~~ :!~~:!.!:~=~~ !h'! ... ~,~r:!.!!~r::!! ~!.;!~~ .... ~f !he!!'" ccs!!!On3uts-durinc
spaceflight. Their research in this area is exploring three distinct
approaches:
• The development of techniques to detect ps-ychological stress by the
evaluation of biomedical (clectiOphysiological"l signals andfor voice
patterns.
• Exposure to "high stress" during flight training in aircraft; the use of biofeedback and autogemc training exercises during spaceflight.
• The development of mathematical models of cosmonaut performance to
predict more accurately the probability of cosmonaut error.
The Soviets are conducting, largely d,uring spaceflight. psychological
studies of the sensory. cogniti\·e. and psychomotor alterations that may
occur during weightlessness. The studies include:
• Visual acuity and depth perception experiments that describe alterations
in eyesight that may occur during long-term weightlessness. A knowledge
of such alterations would be relevant to such tasks as visual reconnaissance and detection, aiming. ar:d tracking of targets in space.
• Circadian (24-hour periodicity) studies that quantify daiiy nuctuations in
bodily systems that can ~ffect a cosmonaut's adaptation to weightlessness
.and influence optimal scheduling of tasks during a given 24-hour cycle.
• Cognitive experiments that measure the ability to perform mental
operations while subjected to weightiessness.
• Subjective questionnaires th<'.t ask the cosmonauts to evaluate their living
conditions in space. Such experiments can have :1 pQsitive psychological
impact by providing useful information on the psychological environment
and ways in which to improve it.
• Time estimation experiments.
Hand-eye coordination experiments ..
Soviet spacecraft design, to a much gre:1ter extent than US design.
emphasizes stmplicity of man-machine interaction. The design process is
also continuing to refine the allocation of tasks (among crewmembers and
between man and machine) for long spaceflights. Areas that have received
attention in this allocation include: the influence of circadian rhythms;
work, rest, and sleep schedules; the necessity for a period of adaptation to
weightlessness; variety of tasks; and ·redundancy of crew duties.

IV

In the ncar iuwrc, with the cxpamion ui ~o:n.:v. :.it..c::. auJ iltc..: pe11;tauc..:ut
manning of larger space stations. crew compatibility will assume greater
importance. Soviet psychological resc;'~ch i!l this area has drawn on the
psychological study of individual !one-to-one) interactions in groups during
extended isolation such as in pol?.~ expeditions and submarine patro:s. In
addition. the Soviets arc searching out those important ps)chological
variables that affe~.:t group performance.
Finally, we believe that th:: Soviets will continue their biomedical research
program-including its psychological component--dedicated to the ,;upport of their manned space program. This research wili: we bclic...·c.
contribute considerably td their cosmonauts' achieving high duty c=-cles
and high performance levels.
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Psychological Research
in Support oiSo,·iet Long-Duration
Manned Spaceflight
Introduction
Early Sovir.t manned spaceflights (which started in
1961) were almost entirely automated and demanded
little of the cosmonauts. In recent years. Soviet
manned spaceflights have been longer and longer.
have carried several crewmembers. and have called
upon the cosmonauts to do numerous critical tasks.
Psychological problems inherent in long spacenights
have, accordingly, taken on increasing importance in
the Soviet manned space program. Research into the
psychological aspects of the selection. testing. train·'
ing, in-flight monitoring. and morale of cosmonauts
has become extensive.

Psychological Criteria for Selection of Cosmonauts
In scientific exchanges with NASA scientists the
Soviets have stated that, from the beginning. Soviet
biomedical standards for the selection of cosmQnau~s
have included psychological criteria (also applicable to
their Interkosmos-non-Soviet-<:osmonauts). These
criteria include five specifics ..
First, the examiners identify individuals who possess
"high mental efficiency." This objective is accomplisherl primarily by administering intelligence tests.

Second, they describe each applicant's personality.
The emphasis is on detecting "borderline" psychopathological personality traits that might surface
under stress. In addition, they measure. primarily by
standard personality tests. an applicant's motivation
for spaceflight.

•

Third, they determine which individuals work effectively in a group. To this end. they study actual
"group activity," assess crew compatibility. and look
at the "social background" of applicants.

h..urt h. they measure psychomotor coordination. by
administering hand-eye coordination tests and tests
;hat measure ''the ability to shift atlention" from one
wsk to ~nother.
fifth, they quantify the "central n.:rvous system
tCNS) reser\'es under stress." ("CNS reserves" is a
SO\•ict term for "individual response stereotypy"
(I RS)-see appendix A.J They do so by measuring
~·arious electrophysiological channels tfor example; an
elcctrocardiogr:~m-EKG) when the individual is under physio!'lgical or psychological stress. These meas·
urcments can be correlated with the real-time assessment of the same individual on duty during actual
spaceflight.

T0 apply these five criteria. the Soviets ir.cludc a
psychological testing program in their biomedical
examination or cosmonaut candidates.
Psychological Testing
Oleg G. Gazenko; director, Institute of Biomedical
Problems. USSR Ministry of Health, Moscow. has
described the biomedical examination for selection of
cOsrnonauts. Th~ physical ex:.mir::1tior: is done in
three stages. The first or primary examination ·-·the
polyclinical stage-is conducted at various clinics and
rc~·ic,·s all major physiological systems. At this stage.
one of two recommendations is made: "suitable _for
physical examination" or "not suitable for physicai
examination.'' Those who pass take a second medical'
examination &l "specialized clinical facilities." During this part of the medical procedure, specialists
psychologically evaluate cosmonaut applicants. After
this second medical examination, they categorize the
ap;>licants as "suitable," "unsuitable," or "temporarily unsuitable" (where brief treatment-not more
than one month-should alleviate any discovered
deficiency). The third medical examination is given
during training at the Yuri A. Ga2arin Cosmonaut
Training Center near Moscow.

...

Through a rc\·iew of the scientific literature and
presentations made at scientific conferences. we ha,·c
evidence that the Soviets coordinate the usc of psychological tes~ with othe:- East European psychologists.
These include scientists from the Psychology Institute. Hungarian Academy of 3ciences; the Psychodiagnostika Institute, C: ·:!",~lovakian Ministry of
Education; the Czech Rc£c:::t•,·h Institute of Psychiatry, Prague; and the Polisil Military Institute of
Aviation Medicine, Warsaw. We do nnt know the
exact nature o·i :he psychological critc•:a for the
Hungarian and Czechoslovak cosmona•!tS. However.
S. Baranski, Z. Gierowski, and K. Kli.. kowski have
described the psychological input into the prehminary
selection of Polish cosmonaut candidates. Their description of the Polish psychological tests parallels
closely that of the Soviet tests. They measure ''mental
efficiency," rate of intellectual work, sensory capabilities. "emotional resistance to ~tress," "individual psychophysiological reactivity to stress" (CNS reserves
under stress). personality traits, and motivation for
spacenight. Both the Poles and the Soviets have listed
similar psychological criteria. These include a "low
manifest anxiety," higli intelligence. good memory
and attention, and "resistance to mental fatigue::·
Both also state a preference for "extraverted" (socially outgoing) individuals.

been lifted for isolated applications (to include the
Soviet manned space prograiTl)- But psych,glpgical
testing demands a high degree of expertise. especially
in interpreting test [C!\Uits. We believe.th:tt, hec:m<:•'
of their lack of know-how in establishing and using
tests. the Soviets derive only limited and even dubious
benefit f~om their test results.
Second. there is the question of test "validity" and
test "reliability." These terms describe whether a
psychological test actually measures what it is supposed to (validity) consistently (reliability[. In particular, the test should possess both "eonstruct" and
"predictive" validity. Construct validity refers to how
well the test actually measures the psychological
con~truct of interest (for example, intelligence, anxiety, extraversion). Predictive validity, especially important within the present context, refers to the ability
of a test to predict performance accurately (so that
those applicant~ who score high should perform cosmonaut activities well. while those who score poorly
should not). Soviet psychological tests do not have
much predictive validity. From a review of recent
So•·ict scientific literature, we have preliminary evidenCe that the Soviets arc engaged in a research
program to establish the predictive validity of at least
one of their tests (the MMPI) but not of the psychological test battery as a whole. '

The Soviets depend largely-to a surprising degn·.-·In one important area-the optimal selection of
upon Western (primarily American) psychological
multimemb<!r crews-there is no Soviet data base for
tests in this portion of the cosmonaut selection proccorrchl!i11e ~ychological test results with readier
ess
compatibility or enhanced performance of crews. AsAssessment of the Soviet Psychological Testing
suming, 'however, that such a data base is-being built
Program
up during the evoiution of ever-longer So~iet manned
The program evidently has several shortcomings
spaceflights. the practicality of psychological testing
for these cosmonauts could become substantial within
First, Western experience in the difficulties of test
the next decade.
development suggests that the Soviet psychological
testing program, which has adopted Western (mostly
Third, the Soviet applicants arc successful, highAmerican) tests without modifyin& them for the Sovi- caliber individuals (military pilots, engineers, physiet population, may be of limited utility. This problem ci"ans, and scientists). Psychological tests do not have
may exist more for personality tests than for intellithe precision that would furnish a basis for discrimi·
nating between such individuals. While individual
gence tests. The Soviets-and, to a lesser extent, the
Poles, Czechoslovaks, and Hungarians-lack experidifferences in applicant scores on these intelligence
ence in psychological testing. Since I 936 there has
and personality tests do exist, we believe that the tests
been an official ban on the use of psychological tests
have little utility in the selection of cosmonauts.
- within the Soviet Union. This ban has only recently

2

incrc:Jscd sensitivity" I that is. as not susccp;iblcahou•. 20 pcrcenll. The 30 pcrccni who arc sus<:cptHtft:
The Soviets admit that between 30 and 40 percent of fail t~e selection process. Those v. ho arc partial!~
susceptible-arc scheduled foran individualiT.ed \·c~tib·
their cosmonauts have had motion sickness during
spacenight. This percentage range is similar to that ir. ular ':raining program aimed :ll increasing vestibular
· tc•lcrancc. Those who show li!tlc susceptibility to
the American exp~rience. Scientific exchanges ami
••~.:,~;,;;·. :;~..::..:~\..:;.; u,;~~~;.;v c'i .-r.ir.i;num vf \",!\tibuldr
~
• • • ~- • • • •'- ... C"" •• • •• --=--·=··· . ·- ·---: ....
\..VU&\..1
IIIUI'"'c:ll. .... lUG. I. VV•I'"'" _."""l'"'ltl.l:t\.3 ell'training
ing research into the development of space motion
sickness in order to reduce or eliminate it. Becau;e
Vestibutar Traininr
space motion sickness has both physiological and
.:J that vestibtudl
behavioral consequences. the Soviet research is inter·
traamng lor ~oviet ccsmonauts is indi~·iduali1.cd. being
disciplinary. Present theory, concentrating on the
based or. the results of vestibular testing. Training is
interaction of various sensory systems. holds that
both "active" .and "passive." "Active" training convisual and vestibular systems send connicting infor· ·
sists of rigorous physical conditioning through such
mation to the brain during weightlessness. Visually,
the spacecraft presents "up" and "down" signals. but activities as ~wimming, jogging, and gymnastics. The
vestibularly it docs not. The brain is confused. Consc· philosophy behind it is that excellent physic;:! cond!·
tion contributes to vestibular tolerance. The "passive"
quently. the cosmonaut experiences the symptoms of
trainin~. program involves habituation exercises in a
motion sickncs~
Bar?,ny ::hair (ligurc II. Khilov swings. and vertical
Because their cos-monauts continue to experience mo- oscillators. It continues exposure to vestibular stimu·
lation u:1til some disorientation is felt. The Soviets
tion sickness during spaceOight. the Soviets have
claim
that these br;:f exposures increase a cosmorecently stated
"J during
naut's ;~bilitv to withstand vestibular stimulation.
scientific exchanges thai they continue to -::mrh:>.sir.<:
Vestibular Research and Training Program

\,.VIIlUIU"

\,.If\,."-.)

C.

C:

vestibular testing. These tests seck to determine the
susceptibility of.cosmonaut candidates to vestibular
stress. In addition. individualized vcst!bt.!lar e~crciscs
arc given to the cosmonauts during training

...

Vestibular Testing
Vestibular testing is dor.e during the second medical
Cl\amination in the cosmonaut selection process. Vestibular function is cl\amincd during the otolaryngologic<'.l inv..:.s!iga!ion. T'Jkrancc to vestibular stress is
then determined by I S·minutc tests on parallel Khilov
swings. by exposure to Coriolis (cross-coupled) acccl·
cration for 10 o:~inutes. and b>· centrifuge testing:
acceleration of plus SGZ for 30 seconds. and accelera·
tion of plus 8GX for 40 seconds (sec appendix 1\).

C:

The Soviet~
"lthat cosmonaut candidates arc categorized as exhibiting a
"sharply pronounced degree of sensitivity" (that is. as
susceptible-about 30 percent of the candidates). an
"average degree of heightened sensitivi:y" (that is. as
partially susceptible-about SO percent). or a "slightly.

c

.1 ;cribcs a

":J

samilar procedure for vc~tabular
trllininr. ol .'olish cosmonaut candidates.) The Soviets
define irr ovcrnent in ·tolerance to vcstil:>ular strc;.s a~
Improve· olcr~ncc to Coriolis acceleration
Continuing Vestibular Res~:areh
A f!:l'iew of the scientific literature show~ that vc~tib
ular rescJrch continues within the So"ie1 manned
~pace biomedical research program. pri;r.;;riiy i>ccausc
space motion sickness remains difficult 10 prevent.
Several lines of r:::sc:arch arc continuin~ They include:
• Centrifuge research (under Yc. 0. Shul'zhcnko of
the lnstitutc of 13iomcdical Problems. Moscowl.
This research is studying the possibility of pra<iuc·
ing artilicial gravity by siow rotation of a short-arm
c.:ntrifugc within a space station (which would also
subject a C'Jsmonaut to a Coriolis ro~cc)
Wcigh::Cssness studies using long·tcrm bed rest.
long·term head-down tilting. and water immcr~ion

Fi~urc
Haran~·

I
Chair

ICTb

I
'
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• The use of certain drugs to relieve motion sickness.
So far such efforts have met with only limited
success. Drugs have produced relief principally by
their tranquilizing effect. This result may be unsuitable, especially during a period when.operator performance is required.

• The use of biofeedback and aut'Jgenic training
procedures to help a e<'·~~--u:. handle any perceived disorientation.

• Restriction of movement during the initial adaptation stage of spaceOight, since increased movement
will accentuate any experienced motion sickness_

Soviet biomedical specialists and psychologists provide psychological training to prepare their cosmonauts to handle possible life-threatening stresses and

'

Psychological Preparation for Spaceflight

isolation that they. would experience in sp::cc. The
S;>vic:ts have said that this procedure has been discontinued.
-

unforeseen accidents. With long spaceOights becoming increasingly frequent. we believe that such training will continue..

Sun:i"al Training. The Soviets contin~e to incorporate survival training exercises as a part of the
training of their own cosmonauts. but not for their
lnterkosmos counterparts. The Soviets have stated
that this survival training was invaluable for the
survival of Soviet cosmonz.uts on two occasions: the
attempted Soyuz-18 flight of Vasilir Lazarev and
Olcg Makarov in April 1975. when they landed on a
slope of :mow-covered mountains: and the Soyuz-23
flight of Vyc.cheslav Zudov and Valery Rozhdestvcnsky in October 1976, when they landed on a
partially frozen lake. In both instances. rescuers " :re
scveul hours tn cqming to their aid and were fearful
Flight Training. Aying is used because of the obvious for the cosmonauts" lives. General Beregovoy stated
similarities between spaceOight and aircraft-night
that on both occasions the cosmonauts had survived
skills. In ~ddition, flying can present crises that call
primarily because of the skills that they had learned
for pilot resourcefulness. Former cosmonaut Maj.
during their psychological training.
Gen. A. A. Leonov h:1s stated that MIG-21 Fishbed
fighters, L-29 Maya jet trainers. helicopters. and
The :;;ovicts describe three scenarios for survi•·al
VT A {hdieved to be high-.a:titude) airc;aft have been training. All three involve transporting tht: cosmonaut
used.
trainees into a physically hostile environment. One
consists cf removal to an isolated arctic location where
Parachute Training. Though once a vital part of
temperatures may fall to. -40 to -45 degrees Celcosmonaut training (for example, over 40 jumps per
sius. Another scenario uses the desert. A third uses
year were required of each trainee, according to
mountains. In all of these scenarios, the cosmonauts
Lconov), parachute jumping has been dccmphasized.
arc expected to survive_ as long as possibte~-typically
However, Lt. Gen. Georgiy T. Bercgovoy, chief of
a couple of days-with the supplies normally carried
training at the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, in their Soyuz spacecraft.
Star City, and a number of psychologists from the
Institute of Psychology, Moscow, continue to specify
Beregovoy states that one skill taught to their c.J~mo
parachute jumping for cosmonaut stress research. ln
nauts is body temperature control through biofccd~-
such jumping, the cosmonaut is required to perform
back. Another skill is reduced oxygen consumption,
various perceptual and cognitive tasks during free fz.!l. taught by techniques very similar to transcendental
,With continued practice, performance at these tasks
meditation. Beregovoy stated that reduced oxygen
improves measurably as the cosmonaut becomes haconsumption was the primary reason for the survival
bituated to the perceived stress. Indications arc that
of cosmonauts Zudov and Rozhdestvensky. Their
parachute jumping for cosmonauts is now used priSoyuz spacecraft had oniy a four-hour air supply,
marily to test psychophysiological monitoring techbecause the air vents of the craft stayed locked shut
niques that arc being developed to assess DSychologifor the 12 hours before rescuers arrived. 1
cal stress and related performance
Psychological Support, Crew Compatibility,
Isolation. Isolation of cosmonauts prior to a spaceand R~areh lrito Group Dynamics
flight was a procedure used early in the Soviet
The Soviets.
have
manned space program to prepare them for the
stated that the biggest problem they envision for long
spaccOights will be psychological. A major factor in
P~ychological Training Program
Sovaet psycnoiogicai training exposes cosmonauts to
··real life" dangers to develop co=-'ing behavior. Soviet
scientists have continually stated that only exposure to
actual stress can adequately develop the psychological
motivatior.,.physiological conditioning, and behavioral
strategies that, when combined through training, can
help the cosmonaut cope with danger. The Soviet
psychological training PWgram has been moditied
over time, primarily on t'he basis of experiences on
earlier spaceflights. The following procedures have
been used~

C...
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this problem continues to be borcJurn and isolation.
Under the auspices of the .. Psychological Support
Group··· (located at the Flight Cvntrol Center) of the
Institute of Biomedical Problems. the Soviets have
initiated measures to cater to the psychological needs
of their cosmonauL~ in night. The measures. which the
1:\i:>monauts nave praised, inciude:
• A varied diet (to include fresh fruit!.
• Videotaped television programs.
• Recorded music.
• Reading materials (requested and "surprise ..
selections).
• Communication with family members. Sovie: cel::~rities. and friends.
• Scheduled free time.
Visits from the Intcrkosmos crews, also. are said to be
very rewarding psychologically.
Of increasing concern is the need for beuer specilication of crew compatibility requirements. Soviet biomedical and behavioral scientists see crew compatibility as a major variable in the success of long
spaceOights. The Soviets are devoting substantial
research to it. One approach is to form crews on the
basis of individual psychological profiies and of assumptions about interaction between certain personality types. The Soviets ~ate that this approach has not
been entirely successful. Currently their approach is
to study Compatibility during training and match
those cosmonauts who interact best with one another.

The Soviets are also "conducting research on the
effects of group dynamics on the behavior of individual cosmonauts. This research is mOst applicable for
long space missions involving several crewmembers
(for example, a permanently manned Earth-orbital
, space station). The psychological dynamics of a large
group in space is currently an area in which no act•Jal
experience exists. Therefore, Soviet scientists have
studied the group dynamics of isolated multimember
crews in submarines, on board naval surface ships, on
polar expeditions, and in long-range bombers. Positive
correlations between the psychological environment of
spacenight and these other group situations are well
known and should provide heuristic information concerning ~~:roun and individual. behavior in long spacenights. I

~£

Techniques for Monitoring the Condition of
Cosmonauts in Flight

M<tnned spaceOight demands th;ll cosmonayU. main-tain an acceptable level of in-night perform;, nee: This
performance will tend to decline within hours or days.
especially as spacenights become longer. The Soviets.
in response to this problem. have had an extensive
research program to devdop techniques to remorely
monitor thci~ cosmonauts, to detect physiological and
psychological stresses. to assess the impact of such
stresses upon performance, and to cope with stress. (
t>sychophysiological Recording
Beyond an "optimal" level of psychological stress
(some stress is desirable). performance will decrease as
stress incrtases. Ideally. the ground support personnel
would be able to detect this stress before any performance decrement went very far. They could then
intervene and maintain the cosmonaut's working efliciency at, or restore it to, an acceptable level. While
the exact relationships have not yet been well specilied anywhere in the scientific world, Soviet scientists
are aware that any psychological stre~s is accompanied by simultaneous physiological changes. Accordingly. they are developing techniques for monitoring
their cosmonauts physiologically, and for thus detecting psychological stress, in real time. One such technique is the use of clectrophysiological (Soviet term:
··psychophysiological") signals. Some major types of
signals are already being monitored by means of the
following records: electroencephalogram (EEG), galvanic skin response (GSR). electromyogram (EMG),
electrocardiogram (EKG),' and rheographic analysis
(the study of the distribution of bod)' nuids, which is
altered under weightlessness).
This technique has several advantages. One is that
electrophysiological signals, already collected for biomedical evaluation. can be used without any additional equipment. Psychophy$iological research only requires access to these signals by different scientists
(that is, those primarily interested in the relationship
between psychological stress and physiological reactivity). In addition, these electrophysiological signals
• Sec
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.1\ for definition$.

1
arc quite large. easy to detect and record with present
in~trumcntation. :~nd amcn:1blc to computer analy~i'i.

Researcher~ from se.,.cral different scientific institute'
that ha.·c input into the Sil\'ict manned spaeer.ight
program conduct voice anal~ sis (t;tbk 11.

Ouring a Suviet,'East German lntcrkosmos srac..:Oight. the c~monauts Cc);~ductcd the R~ch" tspcech•
experiment. This was :1 ps~chological stud~ of the
connection ·between a cosmc,maut's speech and his
emotional (that is. psyehologicah condition: In this
experiment. scientists analy1.cd (with results unkn~'\\ll
ttl us I a single phrase s::tid rcpc:lltG!~ b~ the en:"
throughout the night

Recording for psychophysiological research doc~.
howev-::r. present several problems. Some techniques
may be invasive and unpleasant even for short period~.
Even for noninvasive psychophysiological monitoririg.
recording for extended periods may be confining and
uncomfortabl~. There arc. in addition. two major
theoretical problems that may be difficult to O\'CT·
come. The first is .. individual response stereotypy.''
This term denotes an individual's specific patl~rn of
physiological responses to different strcssors. To be
fully valid, a psychophysiological assessment would
have to be based upon the completely developed
pattern of a cosmonaut's physiological responses so
that the appropriate physiological channels could be
monitored {these channels will differ for each cosmonaut). The second and probably more difficult problem is the lack of any well-established correlations
between psychological states and physiological rc·
sponscs. We believe that until those rcl;!lionship~ arc
well defined, the value of psychophysioiogical mc::i
toring to predict cosmonaut performance will be
uncertain.

Voice anal) sis has ad\•antagcs O\·er p!'ychophysiological m(.10ito~ing. It can be used without the knowledge
or conscnl of a cosmonaut. and can be used 10 s1udy a
variety of voice characteristics. Dccepti(.•n by the
cosmon::tut is almost impossible. In :~ddition. voice
analysis need only usc already-recorded voice telecommunications. /\s with p~ychophysiolt"!gical moniloring techniques. however. the correlation between
voice charactcrislics. stress. and future cosmonaut
pcrfllimance is not well defined. /\s the So\·icts conlinuc t!icir work in voice ;~nalysis. they sh<luld improve
such corrcla tior..

Voice Analysis
Deviations in voice characteristics arc also widciy
credited with being an indication of speaker stress.
Consc=Guently. a second Soviet psychological assess·
ment technique being explored is voice analysis. Voice
monitoring analyzes a speaker's voice characteristics
during both calm and stressful periods to determine
changes that occur during stress. The voicejspeech
characteristics that the Soviets study include changes
in pauses (both length and number). vocabulary. voice
spectrogram analysis {volume and pitch), and the
introduction of stultcring. The Soviets have a long
history of research in the area of vcicc analysis. At a
USSR Academy of Sciences all-Union conference
entitled "Speech, Emotions, and Personality'' held in
Leningrad in 1978, several researchers associ2.ted
with the Soviet manned space program presented
papers. In addition, the Institute of Psychology,
USSR Academy of Sciences, in holding a symposium
in 1979 on the psychok,gical aspects of manned
spaccnight. included a presentation on voice analysis.
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Biofeedback Re-search
Soviet and East Europe-an psychologists and phy:;i.ologists have a long history of exploring the usc of
hiofecdback for the management of certain stre~ses ..
/\mo·ng these stresses arc motion sickness. sleep disturbances. and strains on crew compatibility due to
c.,nfincment.
The Soviets have been interested for several years in
the applicability for their cosmonauts of biofeedba~k
and of responses tv it: autogenic training. habituation.
and relaxation techniques. Biofeedback and related
responses arc an alternative to psychopharmacological
approaches (which often produce undesirable side
effects) for stress management.,
Biofeedback develops the ability to consciously control one's J.•hysiological reactions. Biofeedback training im·olvcs connecting a person to elcctrophysiological instrumentation that monitors some specific

Table 1
Known Soviet and East European Scientists
As:;ociated With the Soviet Manned Space Program
Who Are Engaged in Voice Analysis
!.;amc

Ai(iiialiun

i<.clcrcnce

frolov. M. V.

Institute of Hie her Nervous Activity and Neuro-

All.::ndee at 1978 conference;• scientific publications.

·--·----- ______ .J?.~rsiology, USS~-~cade~t_O_!_~~---- _. --·-----------·-··----·-------·-·
Institute of Biomedical Problems. USSR Ministr}'
Scientific publicaticn$.
FroiO\', N. I.
o_:.f.:.H:.:e=a:.:lt:.:h___________ -------· __ ---------·------ ------------.
Kisclev. S. A.
Institute of Higher' Nervous Activity and NeuroAttendee at 1979 symp.>Sium:• Kientifie publications.
··-··· ---------"~ysiology.U~SRAcademyof~!~.. _ -----Krylova. N. v_
Institute of Psychology, USSR Academy of SciAttendee at 1978 conference;• attendee at 1979 ~ymposium:•
~nccs
scie-ntific tJUblications.

-------·-----Kuznctsov. V. S.
Moravek, M.
Nikonov, A. V.
Popov, v_ A.

USSR Ministry of Civil Aviatio~-- ------ -··-· ... -~~~-~tific ~~~~~~~~~:..._ __________ ...

_____R_cs_car;:h lnstit~f-~-~~~~t~y, C7.~~-~slo_v_a~i~ _____S.:!_~t~~c- p~_b_l~~~i()~--- ______ . __ .
Unknown
. -·---- . _.. ___ -~~~n_d_e_e~I-~~-C?~~~nce._•_____ .
ln~titute of Psycho!ogy, USSR Academy of SciAttendee at 1978 conf~rrnee:• scientific publications.
ences

Simonov. P. Y.
Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Ncuro____________ physiolcgy, ~SSR Academy of~~~.:_-=~--- _____ __
Sulc. J.

lnstitu~

<'f Aviation Medicine. Prague. Czecho-

slovaki!i
-------------··------- ·-···-··---·
Trufanova. Ye. V.
Unknown
---- ·----------------------Zamaletdinov, I. S.
Unknown

Attendee at 1978 conference:• scientific publit·a\i<:>ns.
Scientific public:1.!:on~.

.. -·~!..~~.?~~-~ -~~-?2?_~~!!'..£0~~~:.·:_ -----·
Attendee at 1979 symposium.•

• 1978 So,·iet all-Union conference on "Speech, Emotions. and
Personality ...
• 1979 symposium held by Institute of P_;ychology, USSR Academy
of Sciences. on psychologi:al ~spccts of manned spaccOight.

physiological channels. amplifies lhe signal frcm each.
and conveys it back to the person visually or aurally.
A:; the signal ifor cxampie, the heart rate) iiuctuatcs.
so will the feedback. Simultaneously with this feedback signal. the person is taught mental and physica!
exercises to achieve rclaxat;on and thereby alter the
physiological reaction. The display will immediately
rcnect the altered reaction. For instance. a person
can. with the aid of biofeedback. increase or decrease
his heart rate or raise or lower the temperature of
specific pans of the body through vasodilation or
vasoconstriction. The exact mechanism of this phenomenon is unknown. but biofeedback procedures
have been well demonstrated (c~oecially within clinical sellingsl for m•1ny years

The chief Soviet proponent for the applicabilitv of this
research to astronautics has been Pavel V. Simonov~
chief of the Physiology of Emotions Laboralory.
Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology, Moscow, in collaboration with ~;:vera I biomedical specialists frnm •h,. ~,,.: .. ,,~ ~r P:,,mNiic~l Problems. Moscow

C-
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that they and their cosmonauts hav:: used biofeedback successfully to combat
motion sickness and accompanying vestibular disturbances---which remain major complicalions or-spacenight. especially during the initial adaptation period
(the first seven 10 10 Jays). Dr. Alcks~ndr Romcn.

s

;;JP*'

Department of Biophysic~. K:11akh St;1tc lni,·cr~it~.
has engaged in a rdatcd rc~ear.:h proJ<"C:L or.e on the
devclopmcntof .. ps~c:hical ·.clf-regul:!ti\>n··,psK.I. .·\<:cording to Dr. Romeo. PSR technique~ "'er<· origi'lally dc\·clopcd to train co~mon:~uts in .. sclf-n:gulat•:r~
:. ::::::;."" !;~ .:i~~;:~~:i .. ! !ut~E.~::~.ui t'.:o.'"'!tv:v~:;;.,~=' fn•u• ,:,"'·
Institute of P:;ycholog). Hungarian Ac;~dcmy uf
ScicnceJ;. have been exploring the ~sibilit~ of usinJ;
biofeedback to counter the stressful effect' of weightlessncs~ and hypokinesia. ·

l 1 Gen. (icorgi~ T. lkregll'"<'~ ha~ st:lh:d that hi~
rcr.:.:rti,m I}( tim.: "as altered durin!! ,.rac:ellit:lot.

..

Er~onornic Input Into So,iet :\tanned Spacecraft
iic::\iJ;;;II

Dt'sign for :\1an-:\1achinc Interaction
The So'"iet.> have a gocd understanding of human
fa.:wrs principles tcrgoromic·'l. wl-ich :~s.~ur:1e gr.:at
in:ronancc: in complex man-machine ~~st-:ms. soch as
the S··~ ul and Salyut spac::..:r:;ft. The Institute of
Psyd1ology. CSSR Acadcm~ of Sciences. h:Js a major
interc,.t in human factors aerospace research and is a
kn<l'' n cun.;ultant institute for the Soviet manned
spa.:e pwgram. It is Ul be exrcctcd th:lt this cxpcni~c
;,.:tuall) enters inh> task an;tlysis. spacecraft and
c<tuipment design. control,. and-displays la~out. and
work .:onfiguration. Given this So,·ict C)l(pcrti,.c. and;,
limited knowledge of :tctu:.~l S:slyut :.~nd Soyu1 control
panels. a rrcliminary h)pothesis can be cntcrt:sincd
that their layout rna) give clues to Soviet philosoph)
''" the alloc:nion of tasks to cosmonaut,._'

Biofeedback and related autogenic training for >tres-;
management have potential ad\•antagcs over other
techniques. Although dcctrophysiological instrumentation is re4uired during biofeedback training. it
would not be required after the procedure has beer.
learned (that is. during spacefiighll. Biofcedbad :.;nd
related responses can produce a sense of master~ lor
the cosmon;~ut and reduce the feeling of hciplo~ncs'
that is common during stress.

Sensory. Cognithe, Psychomotor, liml
Psychological Allerations During Spaceflight

An example of control panel design is ;~vailablc from
::n n:unin:!lion of the S2Iyut·6 space: 'itation at the
1979 Paris Air Show I figure 21. Some standard human
f<~et<Jrs design features h3ve been incorporated into
the panel. They should aid case of operation and
oeduee errors. They include "switch guards .. to prevent inadvertent ,.witching ... boundary enclosures .. for
group" of 5witchcs with similar function. :~no other
such lcatun:s. Control panel arrangement is not optitniled. however. and much "dead space" exists be- - __
tween many control panels. at least in this Salyut-6

Spacenight impos!=S a unique environment of microgravitation. hypokinesia. and physical isolation for
increasingly long rcriods. The Soviet:;. under their
basic bil\mcdical research program. have conducted a
series of experiments to detect and quantify aii~
altcrations during spaceOight in sensory capabilities.
cognitive functioning. psychomotor skill!i. and psychelogical well-being (table 2 and appendix CJ. In doing
so, they have worked with East European and Cuban
scientists brought i'l through the lntcrkcsmos program. coordinated by the Institute of Biomedic:!l

mockup

Problems, Moscow.
Experience with shorter spaceflights suggests that
sensory alterations may occur in Oight. For example.
Lyakhov and Ryumin noted an "intensification of
smell" upon their return to Earth after their 175-day
mission in 1980. Other cosmonauts ha vc mentioned
an "intensification of taste and smell .. durin~ their
spacenights. A. Yclisey!v, a cosmonaut on board
Soyuz-5. -8. and -I 0. commented on a nuctuation in
his visual acuity during spaccnight: acuity decrcaseu
during the initial adaptation period but ~tc<1dily improved until it was normal after two m•Jnths in space.
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The main control panel in the Salyut-6 space station
is an exact replica of that in the Soyuz spacecraft. and
so facilitates transfer of crcwmcmbcrs between the
two. It differs substantially. however. from the new
Soyuz:-T main control paneL ewe do not know whether the main -:ontrol panel of the new Salyut-7 space
station will assume the new Soyuz-T configuration to
make the transfer of crew from Soyuz-T to Salyut-7
that much easier.) Sec figure.'> 3 through 1. Compared

Table 2.
Recent Psychological Experiments
During S01·iet or lnlerkosmos Spaceni~hls

Name of hperimcnl

Dcscripeion

~~!! .....
N~l.'.!.~.n. ..
Gulc:~ /Y_o_r<}_l'}-_ik

..

Ancheca
Vospriy:uiyc

~

Cosm<K".auts Involved •

v~~!~~~i~r !~-~P.~h ~pcion_ .
·--~~~~ ~~~-~'!:~d-~~~-~~lia~ _
Soviets and Romanian
..~loP.~~~i~n_!!ck~~
. -·-···- ·--.
.
...
. ~~pcion ~~-~~bular sys!~~ ~·n:'plomol~~~~ ...
-~~·- ~~!!'.!'!!~~~-~ Cu~"..
Measurement of several sensory functicJIIS cfor c:umSoviets. Cub3n. and Mon1olian

·-

........ pic:. t~_ch and ~~c:sisl!'~~~ 10 ec:omctri<: i_l~t~s.i~~)
Time: estimation

·--·~..!_c:~ ~~-M~.!~!~~. . .. .. ...
.• -~~ts·-~~!_Gc:r~a_n_.and~~nc~~a_n
Soviets and Pole:

. ---- --·- ·----------- ..
-- ---- .. -- . - - -~~~~<:'! thrc:shol~~-

Audio

.....

---·

Vk_u~.......... - - - - -... --~~ricaltlis!e....... ·- ----

····-· ·······--····

Soviels and Cuban

Vision

~C!~.n!t~~~
Psychophysiolocical mcasuremen1 or co:. .. ;•. ,c func-

Operator

~~!!'_g

Rabolosposobnost'

Sovi<:U. Bulgarian. and Romanian

______ .

Psychophysiological Rlt<tsuremcnt or intcllec:tual

Soviets. Hungarian. Cubzn. and MQngolian

.. -·--·----------~kine_!~~~.:_ ___ -··
~~~.:x___________ ·-·-· Cocnitivc: functioni_'!.L .......
Corte.,
EEG RlCasuremenl

___ ___

Soviets and Cubtsu

-··-··---------------------·-·--·······--.
,
..............
_.

~~~pom~tria -----· _ _ Motor fu!';tion ~~~? -~~id ..!:~~st!i~uti?n

.

Coordinati~---- Mot~(unetion!~~~~=~ ~=~~~~~~~s.~~~5.
Psychological Wdl-

~inL___

- - - - - - - - - - - - ·-·---....
Psychological qu~tionnaire

~..£"~ - - - - - .....

---- -- ~~~~~~-n~_a_r_i_~~:.P..?.'=·.~!'~. ~.?!:£~1~~~
Soviets and Pole

~~--------- .. ~vai•Jation or TV_prog~--.

Relax
Pruzkum

Soviets and Cuban
--··-···
··- . ·-- --··-·· -.
Soviets and Cub."ln

Relaxation through biorec:.<!,~a.c~.................
Psychological questionnaire

..

and Pole
---Soviets
---··· --·--·-·--·-·-·---·--·· ···-· -·-·
Soviets, Czcc:hoslovak. and (71 :..~M~olian

• This table was compiled from various open-source publications
(nc:wspapctl, magazines, and scientifiC journals. I
• Only one non-Soviet cosmonaut was I! board any given lnterkosmos
night. Some of the: nights handled more than one: experiment: some
of the experiments were performed on more: than one Oight.
including some all-Soviet nights.

with the American Apollo and space shullle control
panels, the Soviet control panel seems uncomplicated.
Or,Jy minimal displays and control devices are evident. Such panel design most probably is based on an
analysis of those cosmonaut tasks that are unavoidably necessary during orbit, spacenight, and deorbit.
It supporls our impression that many of the required
commands during maneuvers either will remain with

ground conlrollers or will rern:~in highly automated,
whichever is now the case.
Soviet spacecraft design engineers have stated that
chc new Salyut-7 space station will be reconfigured to
improve accessibiliJy of various equipment and system
components and for ease of maintenance and repair.
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figure 2
Main Instrument Panel in the S:.lyut-6 Spac~ Station
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((i~ur..:
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1.

• Physiological requirements-eating. personal hygiene, sleep: physical exercises (primarily to control
the adverse physiological effects of prolonged
weightlessnes~). ·

Allocation and Scheduling of Crew Tasks
We believe that the tasics for Soviet cosmonauts are
planned to meet six needs:

• Scientific experimentation (materials processing under weightlessness to obtain highly specialized sub- The Soviets appear to ha\'e refined their allocation
and scheduling of tasks satisfactorily to meet these
stances of a purity and composition. or of a size.
needs. Drastic changes should not be expected for
unobtainable by Earth-based processing: biomedical. botanical. and life support system development). their future manned spaceOighrs. but there may be
further "fine-tuning." especially to enhance the psychological climate of long spaceOights.
• Reconnaissance (natural resources. military, and
astronomical).
Future Progress

• Equipment and space station maintenance/repair
requirements.

The Soviets have shown that man. at least for the
present. is not the limiting factor for long manned
spacenights. We believe that the SO\·icts will continue
their biomedical research program·-including its psy·
chological component--dedicated to the support of

• Medical monitoring of crewmembers.
• Psychological factors-to include rest. rclaxa:;,.,r.
~ime, and recreation.

II

Figure J
Main lnslrumen( Panel in the So)'·uz

Spac~craft

their manned space program. Soviet space officials
have stated that they foresee permanently manned
space stations. We believ.e that their cosmonauts will
stay in space Cor approximately three to four mCinths
and be replaced individually in a :-taggercd sequence.
During such a long stay in space. a cosmonaut can set
aside time for adaptation to weightlessness. devote the
greater part of his time to necessary tasks. and endure

the limiting effects of isolation. hyr);)kinesia. :;cilsory
deprivation. and boredom. Finally. we believe that the
Soviets' biomedical research will contribute considerably to their cosmonauts" achieving high duty cycics
and high "performance levels
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FiJ!ure 5
Ldt-"Hand Command Sil!nal DHice (KSCl !\lonitnrinl! 16 Suh~ystemsMain Instrument Panel. Soyuz Spacecraft
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Appendix A

Glossary'

Autogenic training

Barany chair

Biofeedback

A self-regulatory technique in .,.·hich subject!' arc taught a series of sclf-sug~cstion
exercises. Each exercise is designed to induce some specific bodily sensation that
ordinarily is the product of a specific phy~iologica~ response. The $object is then
taught .to gain control oi such rrc,·io~.:sl} involuntary re!.pons-:s. thcrcb~ revcrsinl!
the ordinary cause-and-effect ~cqucn.:e.

A chair (named after ;he Swedi~h physician ~ob<:rt Baran; 1 in whi.:h the occupant
is revolved. with or withOlJt ~imultaneou~ tilting. to test his susceptibility to vcnigo.

A technique by which a person can be taught to <:~;ange and control internal bod~
processes formerly bclic.,.cd to be in,·oluntary <for e:umplc. blood pressure ;tnd
brain waves): it involves giving the ~ubject immediate feedback or knowledge of the
bodily changes as they occur.

Cattell 16-PF

A nonprojective psychological tc!'t that measures 16 personalit} characteristics·to
create a personality profile.

Coriolis acceleration

Cross-coupled accelcr:;tivn: occurs when a person is subjected to angular accclcra·
tion in two piancs simullaneously.

Electrocardiogram
(EKGI

An clcctrophysiological signal that rc.:ords the changes in electrical potential that
occur during the heartbeat. ·

Elect rocncepha logra m
{EEGI

1\n

clectrophysiologi.:al signal that measure~ brain waves.

Electromyogram (EMGI

An clectrophysiological signal that records the change in electrical potential
associated with the activity of skeletal muscies.

Galvanic skin response
(GSRJ

An eicctrophysiological signal that measures the change in electrical ;esistanec (or
conductance) for an electric current through the skin between two electrodes.
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Acceleration along the x-axis. Acceleration can be either positive or negative.
Positive GX acceleration is .. forward·· with a resultant inertial force from the che~t
to the back. Necative GX acceleration is .. backward .. with a resultant inertial
force from the back to the chest.

GX

Acceleration along the z-axi.s. Acceleration c.an be either positive or ncgati,.c.
Positive GZ acceleration is .. hcl!dward .. with a resultant inertial force from the
head to the feet. Ne~ative GZ acceleration is .. footward .. with a rc:.uhant inertial
force from the feet to the head.

GZ

Individual
stereotypy

respon~e

Khilov swing

Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory
(MMPII

Raven·s Progressive
Matrices Test (RPMTJ

A pattern of clectrophysiological rcs~.onse~ that is characteristic of an individual
under a specific stress.

A four-support swing in which the occu'pant (seated) inovcs parallel to the ground
when swinging back and forth.
.
A nonp~if>jective psychological test that measures for I 0 specific psychopathologies.

A nonverbal intelligence test that requires the subject to m:tnipulatc variou~
patterns (matrices) according to a specified rule.
·

Thematic Apperception
Test (TAT)

A projective tcchni4ue in which the subject is asked to make up a story about each
of a series of pictures: Thnhcmc of each story is then analyzed for the uist_!:.ncc <>!._..
sources of motivation.

Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale (TMAS)

A psychological test that measures the level of anxiety in a person.

Weschler Adult
Intelligence Scale
(WAIS)

An intelligence test that contains both verbal and performance (n:mverbal)
subtests.
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Appendix B
Psychological Tests L:sed
by the Soviets and
East Europeans
for Selecting Cosmonauts
Table B-1
Summary of Tests

Test Name

rormat

Type

·- -··------·----··-·---- -··-

. "f ultiplc choic.:

Rave~·, Progressive Matri~<:~.T~.!._ . ~!!~!!.':.':
Wcsehler Adult !~~lligence _Scale _____ lntellige~cc ..
Kraepelin ~- ____________ .!_ntclli~e~_cc_ ..
:~urdon .. Test__________________ !n.t:11i2:!'~c_

:1.1ultiple choice

t;sed

by

Soviets. Pole\
Poles

Arithmetic

Poles

L:nkn<>wn

Poles

Thematic Apperception Tes_t_______ _PuS?nal~ty_

Projcctiv5

Soviets

Taylor Manirest Anxiety Scale --·. _ _
P:!~~~!I!~~
Minncsota Multiphasic Personality
Personality

!'Jo~~~c·jcctivc

So,·icts

~onprc;jcctivc

Sovic.t~

ln_vc:ntory
-·------ .. _ --····- ---·-·- ·-·- ..
Cattell 16-Factor Personality
Personality

:":onpr<tjectivc

Soviets. P<>lc'

!..~~~·'2!"L ______ -------Eyscnck_fcrson.!.lity Inventory

Pcrsonaiity

Nu~pro.ie..:li\oc

Soviets. Polc:s

Perso~~li~..

Projective(~ 1

Soviets

.. Paired verbal .. Test

--··---- ······- ·- .

Visuomotor Coordinom_:tcr ~MA-3 ____Psych~m_?~~r-

Unknown

Poles

Cross Support
------·---··- Psyc_!:<!~~t?~ _..
Chronometer - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~c_!:o~ot?r__ _
P::;ychumv(ur
Tes: using the ''Apparatu> ur
Piorl:owslci ..

Unknown

P<>lcs

Unknown

Pole>

Unknown

Poles

The Poles usc three additional intelligence tests fr9m
Intelligence Tests
Raven's Progressive Matrices Test (RPMTI is a Brit- Western countries: the Weschler Adult lntelligence·Scale (WAIS). the Kraepelin test (mental arithmetic!.
ish nonverbal intelligence test used by both the Soviand the .. Bourdon" test (unknown formal).
ets and the Poles. It was first developed in 1938. but
has been revised and updated many times. It consists
One of the three tests. the WAIS, is American. It is a
of a number of multiple-choice tasks. Each task
highly regarded intelligence test, first developed by
consists of a geometric design or .. matrix .. and four
David Weschlcr in 1955. It consists of two subtests
possible answers (that is, each answer is a different
(verbal and performance). each containing several
matrix). The correct answer depends on the required
sections. No detzils are available on the other two
task (for example, complete a pattern or analogy,
systematically alter a pattern, or resolve a figure into tests.
its parts). The test manual states that this test measures the capacit:,. to form comparisons, analytical and
logical rca~nning. and. wlen timed ... mental crfici-:ncy.··
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T:tylor i\-1anifc~-t Anxiet) Scale (T:'vi:\St also is used
b>' the So,'ict~. It i; an American rsrchological tc 1
developed by ·Jane: Ta_ylor Spence in the T950s to
mca:iurc anxiety. 3pcncc, an American cll:pcrimcnt:tl
psychologist. was con.:crl)cd primarily with the rda·
tiou~ilip Uct"'c..:u 4111Aici.y auU icar uiut: aUiiit~. TIH.:
TMAS wa$ developed to measure "anx.iety" so that
this rcl:-.tionshir could be quantified. While the
TMAS has been widely used to mca$urc anxiety
(usually within a clinical selling). its utility in this
regard is n<)t well established. C\'c;t ir. the l..inii.:tl
States.

tble B-1
1e Subtests of the Weschler Adult
telligence Scale (WAISI

Performance Subtcsts

:rbal Subtcsts

r

. --

Di~it _srn:_>"?l

ri~~mc_tic rea_s~nin~

.B~?.Ck dcsi~n

;ncral information

.

.

P~c:turc

:ncr:. I cor:nprc~cnsio~

comrlction

milaritics

Pi~turc_arra!'_rcmcnt

1cit ~pan
xabulary

Object

'ersonality Tests

,.,,_,cmbl~

l

nave tOcnlificd Stx personality
:sts that Soviet (and. in two cases. Polishl psycholoists give their cosmonaut candidaies. These arc the
-hematic Apperception Test. the Taylor Manifest
\nll:icty Scak, the Minnesota Muhiphasic Personality
nvcntory. the Cauell 16-Factor Personality lnvcr.ory, the Eysenck Personality Inventory, and a
·paired verbal" test. five arc Western (four American
tnd one British}.
_

NC

fhc Th<:.m~_tie 1\;-:pcrccrtinn Test IT/\ Tl ..... as dcvc:IJPed by Henry Murray at Harvard University in the
: 930s. It is a "projec:iv::" t::st !sec appendix Al
:onsisting oi eight to I 0 pic:ures given iO ihe ;ubjcct
one at a time. The person :ells a story about titc main
characters in each picture. Theoretically. the person
"projects" himself into the story. A ski!!cd psychometrician can then gain insight into the specific personality characteristics that have been "projected." Murray developed the TAT to mcasu~c the "achievement
motivation" of an individual. but it is commonly used
to measure other psychological aspects as wc!l. The
Soviets may usc the TAT to measure "motivation for
spaccnight"-<Jnc of their stated aims in psychological testing-by this "achievement motivation" score.

The Soviets :.tsc the Minnesota Muhirhasic P•:rsonality ln\'cntory (MMPIJ. a 565-question true-fab.: t.:s:.
II wa~ developed at the University of Minnesota to
discover the presence of severe psychopathology Hhat
is. neurll~cs or psy::hosesJ. It consists of 14 "scales:· of
which four (called the "validity" scales) measure: the
:~ccuracy of :he :est for the specific individual being
tested and the other 10 (the "clinical" sea lest idcntif,
I he tync ;tud m:tgnitudc of an) psychop~thnlogy pr~s
cnt.
The Sc,·:c:s and Poles ;dso usc the Ca11cii
Personality Inventory !16-PFI

lh·F~ctor'

The 16-PF was dcvclo~c:d hy R;Jymond Ca11cll al the
Univcrsity~(fliTn.)is. It <.:vniains 187 rnultiplc-choiec
questions and measures 12 "source loaits"" aPd four
"2nd-order factors" !introversion versus cx!r:tv:rsic:1.
high anxi.::l)' versus !ow anxiety. emotional;ly ''c:r<u'
poise. and subducdncss versus inJepcndcn(cl
The Soviets and Poles both admtnister the [)'Scncl:
Personality Inventory (EPIJ. which is a 1963 Uritis;,
modification of the Maudsley Personality ln,·cntoq
(MPIJ. a British pcrsona:ity test. This test contains S7
yes-no items that measure introversion ('T. scale)
versus extraversion(''[" sca!cJ. :1euroticism Chieh
"N") versus stabiiity (low "N"J. and degree of psycht'·
ticism (severe psychopathology). The t~rce lcuered
scales and their interpretations arc given ;n the fol
lowing table. The [p; l;;s wei! as the MMPI. Ti\T.
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Table B-3
The Validity Scales and Clinical Scales of the :\iinnesota :\lultiphasic Personality I mentor)· t~1!\1PI:

':'.~~~~r~~!..~

-- ·---- --- .. .-

If hi.: h. mcy ir.dicat~ c\-a~i,·eness.

~Cao:-n~l.~..!."' ~~.- •.

~ka•urc' the ccndcr.Cj to present oneself in an o'·crly fa,·orablc or

Lie scale

L

frequency sea lc

f

Correction sr..ak
-· -·.
.Oinial seal~

K

!1-fcO>urcs dc-fcn.i,·cn~s of a subtle nature.

HS

High scorer~ arc described u cynical, dcfeatist.prcO'Cupicd v.ith self.
C<lm('ll.•ining. hostile. and p<cscn:ing numerous ph)sical problems.

Depression

D

lligh •corer> art: described ;:s moody. shy. despondent. pc-simi>tk. and
da<trcsscd. Frc:.lu<ntly dc-·atcd in clinical patients.

Hysteria

HY

High scorers tend to be rcrrcs•cd. dependent. naive. 2nd outgoing and tu
. h3\·c multiple ph)·sical complaints.

Psychopathic deviate

ro

High worcrs arc often rcbelliuu;_ impulsive. hcdoni"ic. and antisocial.
They t>f:cn have difficult~· in marital or family rcl•tionsl:ips and trouble
with the 1.... <:><authority in gcr.cral.

Masculinity-rcmininity

MF

Paranoia

PA

hi,hly

,·irtuou~

r~ponding

- ----------·----.Hypochondriasis

PT

Schizophrenia

liJthL

Comp~d uf \'rry unusual an~wcrs. A hieh score SU&Jl~t!IO cardcssnc.s~.
t:on(usann. or claimin2 an inordinate amount of S) mp11~m' f{andom

sc
... 'C-..... -------- ..

Mani::

MA

Social introversion

Sl

alw v:ill elevate :he F score.

Males ,-~.:orint hi:h en f ;.:-c de~crihcd as !(rt~!!iv(. !!~Hh~!!c. p:J)~i\·c. ur
icmininc. Fcm:•lcs ~coring hreh "" "' ?f< d~,aibed o~ aggressive.
rebclliou~. and unrcali"1c.
Elevation! un this scale arc often associated with being susriciou~. aloof.
shrewd, gu•rdcd. v.·orry prone, and ovcrl) .cnsi1ive. High scorers ma)
extcrnalit.c blame.
High scorer~ 3rt tens.<:. anx.ious. rumin3tivc. preoccupied. obic~~ional.
phobic. and ng1d. Thq· fr"'lucnli)- ore sdi-o:ondcmning
fed inferior
~nd inadcqua.t_c ..
High •corers arc often withdrawn. !hy. unusu~!. or stung< and have
pccuii:.r tho~>ghl• or ideas. Thcj· m::)·l-.avc povr te<slily con13C\ and in sc-~cr~ i:d\C~ bi/..;u rc scn~r~5~pc:~ie~-~~:-::~~~~sions ~~~ .~!~~~c!~~tio~S
High scorer> arc called sociable. outgoing. impulsive, overly energetic.
()p~imistic. ~~d }n "'me_'?'.'~ amora_l_._~igh~Y: conf~scd. and di~~icnl_~:

••J

High scorers tend to be moclcsl. shy, withdrawn. self-effacing. and
inhibited. Low scorers arc outgning. sponl::ncou>. sociable. and
confident.

• "1- is here a symbol.
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Tablr B-4
Thl.' Sourc-1.' Traits nnd 2nd-Order Factors of the Cattell 16-PF Pcrson!\lity imcntory

Fa.:lor

Low Score

Soun:f' traits

''Sil.Othrmia .. : rc,crvcd, detached . .:ritical.

~loof.

B

c
E
F

G
H

I
L
M
N

0

··t,(fc..:tolhymot"": outgoing.

w:~rmheartcd. ;:asye:oin~.

~-~~i~ipa_rin~.

Sli((

l,._oV<_ i!'l~il~gencc: d\111
Lower ego slrcnglh: affected by feclir. 0 ~.
... cmo_l~~!'an! less sl~_blc. easily u~el. chan~c.,blc
Submissivcnc~s:

humble. mild. easily led. doci:c.
a:~-~m~~~ng
.:~J?~!!!!~"_<:Y·~: sober. lacilurn. ~~riou~
Weaker superego s1reng1h: nr>Cdienl. disregard'
rules

-----------------

Hi_gh _i~!~!.!.!~;:_nc!': -~righl
Higher c~ostrenglh: cmolionally stablc.t!\.turc. (aces
rc~!i'!: ~~~m
Dominance: .:sscnivc. a2grcssivc. competitive.

stubb<.lrn
_ -~~~u~_g_cncy .. : h~J?X:~?.~~u~kL~~~h~:.ia~lic .
Stronger superego S<rt.ngth: wn1'1dcnciou3o. pc:rsislcnl.
moralis1ic. ~laid

__ ----·~!-~~~i~_··.:.~~y.1irn_id. 1hrca~-sensi~i\·c

··_P~rmia··: ''enlu_r~c.ome~ ~~inhib!tcd. soc_i~II_Y bold .

.. ___ "_l:l!r_:!~_'::_lo_u_g_~: se~::t:_~!•"'-·. realistic

~--~~cmsia"': tcndcr._~~.!':iti\::51i~~!n~. O\"~-r-~.r~-~~~~-~~

_~:~-~~-~~~ ··_:~~~~~g._ac_:_~f_lti~~ c?.~U_i_t~on~
·:f:~~c!~~:~.l=!.~~cti~~l._ :·~~'~" !051_r_1 h·· conccrn_~
Artkss:ncss: forthright, un~rclcnti<.uJ~. gcnuin::. t-u1
soc~::~~~~~'.'..~SJ __
Un1roubled adequacy: 'clf·a<Sured. placid. sccuro.
... ~-omplacent, sor<ne

-~~!.?_r:_~-~-~~~ ··: ~~-~~ici~_u_~ hard to fco!
.. 1\uli~ .._: i.'_TI~~i~~tive._bohcmiJn. abscnlf11_i~'!:?.
Shrcwdnc!'~: a~tutc.

polished. socially aware

Guilt-nroncncss: apprehensive, scJf-rc:proaching. inse-

cure. worrying. lmu_bled

2nd-un1tr factors

Ql

02

Conservatism of temperament: ca:lser\':11!~·~
... ~c~~~n~-~r~_ditio~s
Group adherence: group-dc(:'Cndcnl. a "joiner .. and
sound follower

f..adicalism: experimenting. Iibera:. frccthinkin.z.

Self-sufficiency: 'clf-sufficienl. resourceful. prefe"
own decisions

0J

Low sclf-scntimcnl intcgralion: undi\cinlincd ')cHconnir.l. lax. follov.·s owr. urges. ,:;;,;clcs; of S<KiJl
rules

,m~~c

Q4

Low ··c:rgic tension·· rcla\cd.

H1gh ··crgic tcns•on"": lc:n~c. fru!i.lratcd, driven. over-

!.!!1!"rustratcd

trar.~ui!.

1orpid.

High strength of sclf-ser.timc:nr: controlled. c~.2c1ir.g
willpow-:!". soci:!Hy precise. compulsi\·c. follo""ing sclf-

Table B-5
The Psychological Sc&les of the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI)
·---

---------------------------------

:>calc

:SymbOl

lntcrprctallon

Extraversion

E

Introversion
Neuroticism

N

High 1corers are <,ulgoing, impulsive, uninhibited. havmg many social
contacts, pa~icipating in group activities.
High 1eor~rs are retiring, dist~.nt, well-ordered. avoid excitement:...._
High scorers are unstable and overreactive, emotionally overresron,ive,
have .-ague somatic •:Omplaints: low 1eorers are better adjusted and

------------------------------------------------~c~m~o~t~io~n~~~ll~y~st~a~b~le~. ·-----------------------------------Note: The "E" scale and 'T' scale are at opposite extremes of a
common dimension. Therefore. high scorers on the "E" scale will be
low scorers on the "!"·scale, and-vice versa. The "N" 1eale is
independent of this dimension.

'

Table B-6
Soviet and Polish Psychological Tests
Used for Selecting Cosmonauts. but Whose
Fuiicdoii Is Uiikr.own
Soviet

Polish

· - - - - - - : - ·----·--

Two-color d.~!.'.~ '!'.!.":~m5tc~- _
Scale of reactive and personal
anxiety (Spilberger method)
Questionnaire (Strelyau's method
"SAN_:..·..~-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Method of corrective tests
Method of black-red table
Frustration test of Roscnwcig •
0-Sort test •
Homeostatic procedure •
• May be tests for group compatibility.
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and ~he 16-Pfl is used in the West primarily in
clinical settings to aid or confirm a psychological
diagnosis.

hand-eye coordination test). "Cross Support," '"Chro·
nometcr" (probably a reaction-time test). and a test
using the "Apparatus of Piorkowski." The sp~cifics of
each test are unknown to us.

The Soviets also describe the use of a "paired verbal" Other Psychological Tests-Function Unknown
test. We do not know its exact nature. but it may
In ::uitiit1nn In thn<:P n<vrhnl"""ir.,l t~c:tc .,J~.,....,,.f., ..........
-----"-•- .......•• "•
,... ... ...
....~ ....,._..-...,._._
.......... ,...,_~ ...............
:,..~""
: ... ,.. .
• ......................
.... ·•••o•
merated, Soviet ~~d 'p~Ji~·h·;ci~-~;is·;;;d;·i;.i~~r-~;me
tests whose function is unknown to us.:
Psychomotor Tests
Althou~h we believe that the Soviets •1se psychomotor
(for example, hand-eye coordinatim· -ests, they have
not given any sp;:cifics on them. Ho.vever, Polish
scientists have. They have mentioned four, namely,
the "Visuomotor Coordinometer SMA-3" (probably a

......
~-

....
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Appendix C
Psvchological [xperimcnts
D~ring So\·iet or
~nterkos~os Spaceflights
Sensory Experiments
Neptun

Concerned with the measurement of visual acuity and depth perception tL.Hing
spaeenight. We do not know the details of this expcrimcn:. The .:o~monauts who
have performed the Neptun experiment were Soviets. a Romanian. and a
Mongolian.

GulerfVorotnik

Guier is described by Romanian scientiH~. and sounds very much like the V<n<•tnik
experiment described by the Soviets for the joint Soviet/Romanian lroterko~t.ws
spacenight. GulerfVorotnik studied the evolution of space motion sickness. Thi~
sickness continues to be a major biomedical problem. esrccially during th.: initial
adartation to weightlessness

Ancheta (Questionnaire)

Consisted of a description of vestibular system symptomolog} th;tt occu" durtng
spacenight. The cosmonauts who have performed the experiment were s.,,·i..:t,. a
Romanian. and a Cuban

Vospriyatiyc (Percc.rtionl

Vospriyatiyc meas;.;rctl;; v<Hiety of se;,sory functions such as t<!ctile ~en,ation.
visual acuity. and ··resistance to geometric illusions·· (we do not know wh;q sr..:ct."tt:
illusions "·ere rresentcd). The Kontakt instrument. manufa.:turcd by Cuban
specialists. was 11sed i!; :hi,; expc~irncnt. The cosmonauts whc have rarticiratcd tn
the experiment were Soviets. a Cuban. and a Mongolian

Vremya (Time)

Concerned with accur:~cy tn cstirn;tting time. In a dt;scrir>tit'!1 of the Vrcmy;;
experiment. the Mongolian cosmonaut. Jugderdcrniuty!1 (jurragch;.:. w;ts sa;d to
hJve estimated an interval of I 0 seconds without error (another of hi~ estimates
was II seconus). We have no idea why such a shor, intervJI was chosen for an esti·
mate; gross errors would be highly unlikely for it. The cosmonaut~ wh•.l rerforr.~~d
the exreriment wer.: Soviets ar.d a Mongolian

Audio

To detcrmtne the sensitivity thr~shold of human hearing in sracellight conditi,ms
Tile Ehl"ba instrument was t.:sed. The cosmonauts who have performed this
cxrcrirncnt were Soviets. an East German. and a Hungarian

Vkus

A study of taste sensitivity in weightlessness; conducted during the JOint Sovtct/
Polish sracenight. The equipment used was a small electrode which was clirred
onto the cosmonaut"s tongue and through which an electricai currcn< was rasscd

Vision

Studied the ftJnctional state of the visual system during spaccllight. I; was
conducted during the JOint S:wiet/Cuban llight.
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Cogniti1c Experiments
~ra

tor

botosposobnost"
orking 1\ bility)

Examined psychophysiological proccs;cs that rcO•:ct cogniti\·c functioning tin this
case. while solving arithmetic rroblemsl. The cx[l:rirn::nt used :he Sedrets de .. icc.
developed by Bulgari<~n spcci<Jiists. The cosmonauts who have performed the
experiment were Soviets. a Bulgarian. and a RornaniJn. 1
Designed to measure any deviations in intellectual working ability during spaccllight. Typically. it involved prellight, in-llight. and ~stOig.ht testing. The
experiment used the Balaton device developed by "Mcdicor.'' a Hungarian
research institute. in collaboration with the Hungarian Military Flight-~edical
Examination and Research Institute at the request of the Soviet Institute of
Biomedical Problems. Moscow. The Balaton c.levice can be connected to the Salyut
telecommunications system for transmittal of results back to Earth in real time.
During Rabotosposobnost' the cosmonaut was to choose uno: answer from four as
quickly as possible ba~ed on the detection of a "signal" displayed by the H:daton
device. The signal reportedly contained information about the corre.·t answcr
(information measured in "bits.'' the COfllmOnly used unit of inform:>::.:·•J. The
cosmonaut"s reaction time was measured by Balaton. and his ''intclh:l:. ua: work
capacity" was displayed in ''bits/second." In addition. the Balaton de1 icc t:tcasured his GSR (see appendix At and pulse rat.:. It appears that deviati••ns il'
intellectual fl!nctioning were compared with deviat.ions in these phy~io>•IZi•.al
responses for any possible correlations. a standard Soviet psychonhysiolngical
research th.:on.:. Wrong answers als<J were counted. The cosmonauts who have
performed this experiment were Soviets. a Hungarian. a Cuban. and a Mongolian.

ell ex

Designed to measure cognitive functioning. It also used the Balaton device. The
cosmonauts who ha- ~ performed the experiment were Soviets. a Romanian. and a
Hungarian. 11

·ortex

Designed to study the "bioelectrical ac:ivity of t!ic central nervous system." It was
said that Cortex involved "new methods for ua;nining the level of alertness,
attentiveness, fatigue, and also signs of possible impairments of the function of
certain sensory systems" (in the form of brain electrical voltage shifts-known as
eviJked potentials-that occur as a result of stimulation). This experiment used the
Korteks instrument, which was developed jointly by Cuban and Soviet specialists.
The cosmonauts who performed the experiment were Soviets and a Cuban. 1

Psychomotor Experiments
\ntropometria

Weightlessness redistributes blood toward the upper half of the body. One result is
a change in the anthropometric measurements of the body. Another is a decrement
in psychomotor coordination. This experiment was designed to measure this
"psychomotor activity" during adaptation to weigntlessness. The Koordinograph
apparatus, developed by Cuban scientists, was used. The cosmonauts who
performed the e,;periment were Soviets and a Cuban.
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Coordination

This experiment (separ<>te from the /\ntropometria experimenu was mentioned
during the joint Soviet/Cuban spaccflig:1t. It studied the effects of weightlessness
on voluntary motor function. Prenight and in-night results of a task were
compared in which a cosmonaut, by turning two cranks simultaneously. sought t<J
e:uide the ooint of a rx:n between the double outline of a ~comet ric figure witho11t
touching the lines.

Experiments Concerned With Psychological Well-Being
Opros (Interrogation)

Concerned primarily with the innuence of spaceflight on psychological \O.·ell-being.
The cosmonauts were required to answer nine questions. developed by Polish
specialists, on such factors as sleep, appetite, cognitive functioning, leisure
activities, and need for medication. Facial expn.ssions also were studied. The
cosmonauts who have participated in this experiment were Soviets, a Hungarian. a
Pole, and a Mongolian.

Dosug

Relax

Pruzkum

This experiment evaluated TV programs prepared as entertainment T!lc cosmo·
nauts who conducted the experiment were Soviets and a Pole.
The GSR and pulse rate were monitored by the Balaton device. This time.
however. the cosmonauts tried to achieve relaxation. The co;monauts who
performed the experiment were Soviets and a Pole.
Used a questionnaire, the Supros 8. developed by a C1..echoslovak behavioral
scientist. Oldrich Miksik, of the Research institute of Psychiatry. Prague. Its
appli-:ation to spaceflight was coordinated with the psychological support group d
the Institute of Biomedical Problems. Moscow. Supros 8 asks for subjective
evaluations and measures eight psycholcgical parameters: (I) "P" (psychological
well-being), (2) "E" (feeling of strength and energy),(~) "A"' (desire f'Jr action). (41
"0"' (impulsive reactivity), (5) "N" (psychological unrest). (6) ··u·· (fears o;
anxieties), (7) "D" (depression or psycholog;cal exhaustion). and (8) "S" (dejection
or grief). The questionnaire was applied to Soviet cosmonauts, to a Czechoslovak
cosmonaut, and possibly to a Mongolian cosmonaut. on four separate occasions·
three days before spaceOight, the third da.y of spaccnight. and one dav and eight
days after spaeenight.
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